
2022 ABQ Shop Hop Quilt Top
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Fabric Requirements 
 
Purchase a block kit  
at each shop on the  
2022 ABQ Shop Hop 

FABRIC A 
Choose your favorite  
color for all the small black 
squares shown 
Purchase 1/4 yards 
 
FABRIC B 
Choose White or Black as the 
white flying geese   
triangles and white sashing  
rectangles shown.  
Purchase 1.5 yards 
 
FABRIC C 
Choose the opposite as the small 
gray blocks and the flying geese 
black triangles shown.  
Purchase 1 yard 
 
Fabrics include a little extra -  
just in case!

At the cutting table 
 
FABRIC A - Cut two strips 2 inches wide 
 
FABRIC B
Cut four 5.5 inch strips and cross cut into twenty six 5.5 inch squares 
Cut 3.5 inch strips and cross cut into twenty four 12.5 inch by 3.5 inch rectangles  
 
FABRIC C 
Cust two 2 inch strips 
Cut eights strips of 3 inches and cross cut into 104 squares of 3 inches.



Using No Waste Flying Geese Method - (Instructions provided in several shop blocks)
assemble 104 flying geese using FABRIC B twenty six 5.5 inch squares and FABRIC C 104 - 3 inch squares
Trip to 2.5 inches by 4.5 inches after sewing

Flying Geese Border
Make two rows using 24 flying geese - each should measure 4.5 by 48.5 inches
Make two rows using 28 flying geese - each should measure 4.5 by 56.5 inches

Four Patches
Using FABRIC A and FABRIC C - stitch together one 2” strip of each color lengthwise. Repeat with second set. Cross 
cut to 2 inch wide. Rotate one to make a checker pattern and stitch together to form a 3.5 inch square. Make 16.

Four Patch Rows
Make 4 rows using FABRIC B and newly made four patches.
Stitch one four patch to one 12.5x3.5 inch rectangle, Then add a four patch, Add a rectangle, Then add a four patch, 
rectangle and the last four patch. The quilt top needs four of these rows.

Quilt Block Rows
Using the remining 12.5x3.5 rectangles. Assemble rows three rows.
Stitch one FABRIC B rectangle to the left and right side of Block 1, Then add Block 2 to the right side rectangle. Add 
a FABRIC B rectangle to the right side of Block 2, then add Block 3. Add a FABRIC B rectangle to the right side of 
Block 3 to complete this row. Repeat with all additional blocks until there are 3 quilt block rows.

Stitching the Top
Stitch Four Patch Rows to Quilt Block Rows. Then add Flying Geese Borders. Add one 48.5 inch to the top and one to 
the bottom rotating the direction 180 degrees. Add the final two rows of flying geese rotating the direction so that the 
geese look like they are flying around the quilt.

Purchase 1.75 to 2 yards of 108” wide back or 3.5 to 4 yards of regular width quilting fabric and Quilt as desired!

Assembly


